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Abstract

This paper examines the development over historical time of the meaning and uses
of the term resilience. The objective is to deepen our understanding of how the
term came to be adopted in disaster risk reduction and resolve some of the conflicts
and controversies that have arisen when it has been used. The paper traces the5

development of resilience through the sciences, humanities, and legal and political
spheres. It considers how mechanics passed the word to ecology and psychology,
and how from there it was adopted by social research and sustainability science. As
other authors have noted, as a concept, resilience involves some potentially serious
conflicts or contradictions, for example between stability and dynamism, or between10

dynamic equilibrium (homeostasis) and evolution. Moreover, although the resilience
concept works quite well within the confines of General Systems Theory, in situations
in which a systems formulation inhibits rather than fosters explanation, a different
interpretation of the term is warranted. This may be the case for disaster risk reduction,
which involves transformation rather than preservation of the “state of the system”. The15

article concludes that the modern conception of resilience derives benefit from a rich
history of meanings and applications, but that it is dangerous – or at least potentially
disappointing – to read to much into the term as a model and a paradigm.

Sagitta in lapidem numquam figitur, interdum resiliens percutit dirigentem. (“An20

arrow never lodges in a stone: often it recoils upon its sender.”) St. John Chrysostom
(c. 347–407), Archbishop of Constantinople.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to clarify some issues regarding the ways in which the word
resilience is used in the field of disaster risk reduction (DRR). The term has become25

fashionable in recent years, but the multitude of interpretations and usages to which
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it has been subjected has led to confusion. Moreover, few scholars seem to be aware
of the term’s long and distinguished history, yet this clearly has a bearing on how the
term is employed in its modern context.

The specific aims of the paper are as follows:

– to trace the history of the term “resilience” in order to illuminate its development5

and give the modern usage some historical depth and continuity;

– by means of a selective review of the literature, to investigate some of the ways in
which the modern adoption of the term could be problematic;

– to examine the rift between academic and practical work in DRR and to suggest
a way in which it might be healed;10

– to attempt a reconciliation between some divergent views of what resilience
means.

The accumulation of articles and books on resilience in its various contexts is now so
large that a full review of how the term is used is beyond the scope of this article.
However, some general lineaments can be traced, starting with the origins and early15

use of the word.

2 The historical etymology of the term resilience

The work resilience, together with its various derivatives, has a long and diverse history.
In order to gain a deeper and more mature perspective on the term, and its many
shades of meaning, I believe its modern evolution needs to be reconnected to its early20

history.
Many students of the robustness of people, objects and systems believe that “re-

silience” was coined by C. S. Holling in his landmark 1973 paper on systems ecol-
ogy (Holling, 1973). For example, Berkes (2007, p. 286) wrote, “Originally developed
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as an ecological concept, resilience is being applied to coupled human-environment
systems.” Djalate et al. (2011, p. 3) wrote “the concept of resilience was originally de-
veloped in the field of ecology.” Goldstein and Brooks (2006, p. 3) were a little more
generous with time when they stated that “The study of resilience traces its roots back
a scant 50 years.” In reality, the word has a very much longer history (OED, 2013).5

It stems from resilire, resilio, Latin for “bounce” – hence the idea of “bouncing back”
(Manyena et al., 2011).

The etymology of resilire, resilio is unknown, which indicates that it was probably a
part of standard Latin – as much as any such thing existed – in Classical times, and was
thus a word used occasionally by accomplished men of letters. The term appears in10

the writings of Seneca the Elder, Pliny the Elder, Ovid, Cicero and Livy. In his collection
of imaginary legal cases, Seneca used the term, in the sense of “to leap”.11 In the
Metamorphoses (12.480), Ovid used it as “to shrink or contract”. Quintillian (Marcus
Fabius Quintilianus, Istitutio Oratorio, 12, 10.56) used it in the sense of “to avoid”.22

However, the most common uses were to describe leaping, jumping or rebounding.15

Pliny the Elder (Natural History 9.71, 11.39) used the term to refer to the leaping of
fleas and frogs. Cicero, in his Orations, used it in the sense of rebounding.33 This
meaning was strongly perpetuated in the proverbs of St Jerome (AD 347–420).44 It is
of note that many of these uses had negative connotations – e.g. the rebounding was

11...quanto minus quam in templum resiliuit? Annaei Senecae Oratorum et rhetorum sen-
tentiae divisiones colores, Seneca the Elder, A. G. Kiessling, in aedibus B. G. Teubneri, Leipzig,
1872.

22“...we must press the points that we see commend themselves to him, and draw back from
those which are ill-received,” (Marcus Fabius Quintilianus, Istitutio Oratorio, 12 10.56).

33“...when you strike upon such a rock that you not only see the accusation rebound back
from it, but perceive that every suspicion falls upon you yourselves.” M. Tullius Cicero, For
Sextus Roscius of Ameria (29.79).

44See opening quotation, which has also been attributed to St. Jerome.
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not a happy result, or the subject person recoiled in his desire to dissociate himself
from what was going on.

Much later, the term passed into Middle French (résiler ), in which it came to mean “to
retract” or “to cancel”, and then it migrated across the Channel into English as the verb
resile, a word that appears in the State Papers of King Henry VIII in 1529 and evidently5

relates to his troubles with his first queen, Catherine of Aragon (1485–1536). Here, it
was used again in the sense of “retract”, “return to a former position” or “desist”.55

Canonbury Tower (Fig. 1) was constructed in the North London in 1509 on the site
of Roman remains. The builder was William Bolton, Prior of St. Bartholomew, the fore-
runner of the eponymous London hospital. In 1537, when Henry VIII dissolved the10

monasteries, the tower passed to Thomas Cromwell, First Earl of Essex (1485–1540).
It was later sold to John Spencer, Lord Mayor of London. In 1610 it passed to the Earl
of Northampton, who for the period 1616–1626 leased it to Sir Francis Bacon, Attorney
General of England (Glinert, 2012, p. 359). Here, Bacon is credited with devising the
modern scientific method, or at least the inductive version of it. Herein, he was also15

responsible for the first known scientific use in English of the word “resilience”.
Bacon was unusual for his time in that he wrote in both Latin and in English, the

latter for a greater divulgation of his work. Hence, there was bound to be some transfer

55S. Gardiner (1483–1555), secretary to Cardinal Wolsey and future Bishop of Winchester,
writing at Woodstock on 1 September 1529 to T. Wolsey (1473–1530), Lord Chancellor:

“Your Grace therfor his most harty thankes; trusting that Your Grace hath in all circumstances
soe pro[ceeded], as, if the Quene wold herafter resile and goo b[ack from] that, she semeth
nowe to be contented with, it shuld [not be] in her power soo to doo; but that this acte, doon
[before] Your Grace and the Cardinal Campegius, ma[y be] prejudicial to her here, at Rome,
or elleswhere, [by the] letting and empeching of further prosecution, [and of] any citation or
processe impetrate, or to be [impetrate], by her, or her proctours, herafter.”

Henry VIII State Papers, 1. page 343. State Papers Published under the Authority of his
Majesty’s Commission: King Henry the Eighth, 1830–1852. Vol. 1: Part I: Correspondence be-
tween the King and Cardinal Wolsey, 1518–1530, CLXXX; p. 343.
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of terminology between the two languages. In 1625 he published a compendium of
writings on natural history, the Sylva Sylvarum. In this, during a musing on the strength
of echoes, he first used the term resilience (Bacon, 1625, p. 245, Fig. 2).

In the late sixteenth century, the term seemed to have enjoyed greater use by the
Scottish intelligentsia than by its English counterpart, and it became interwoven into5

the Scots dialect. Although resile faded from use in the 1700s, ever since then it has
periodically been revived by those authors who like to make use of anachronisms.

The first known dictionary definition of resilience comes from the Glossographia com-
piled by the lawyer and antiquarian Thomas Blount (1618–1679, Fig. 3). It is interesting
that Blount chose the word resilience to be among the 11 000 terms that he felt were far10

enough from common parlance to merit defining. He attributed it a dual meaning: to re-
bound and to go back on one’s word (as in resilement, an obsolete derivative). Blount’s
lexicon (1656) went through several editions and was imitated by eighteenth century
authors (whose works also included the term resilience) on both sides of the Atlantic,
but the Glossographia faded into obscurity with the publication of more authoritative15

lexicons.
It is interesting to note that the appearance of the word “resiliency” post-dates “re-

silience” by several years. Apparently, the former was first employed in 1651 in the
English translation of Lumen divinum reformatae synopsis (“Natural Philosophy Re-
formed by Divine Light”), which was written by the Moravian theologian John Amos20

Comenius (1592–1670). This work was originally published (in Latin) in Leipzig in 1633
as part of Comenius’s Didactica magna omnibus. At the time, bidden by the Queen of
Sweden, Comenius was busy making Swedish schools resilient. In the European con-
text, it would be useful to continue the etymological trail by examining the diversities of
meanings of resilience in languages such as German (Elastizität [f], Unverwüstlichkeit25

[f, figurative]).
In the first half of the nineteenth century, resilience was still used in the sense of

rebounding. Samuel Taylor Coleridge employed it thus in Hymn to the Earth in Friend-
ship’s Offering, a rather mediocre paean to the bounty of nature (Fig. 4).
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Thus did the word retain one of its most important functions: as a means of express-
ing emotion.

At this time the two nouns, and the verb, were used in various ways to denote the
rather varied concepts of rebounding, elasticity and fickleness. The last of these is, of
course, a negative connotation, and one that was vigorously employed by authors from5

Samuel Johnson in 1751 to Henry Best in 1826). Portentously, from 1839 the term was
also used to signify the ability to recover from adversity, in the sense of fortitude (Bell,
1839, p. 344). The word “resiliency” was used in the sense of the ability to withstand
the effects of earthquake with respect to observations made by Americans during the
recovery of the city of Shimoda, southwest of Tokyo, after two major seismic catastro-10

phes in December 1854. American observers found the Japanese to be resourceful
and industrious (Tomes, 1857, p. 379).

The first serious use of the term resilience in mechanics appeared in 1858, when the
eminent Scottish engineer William J. M. Rankine (1820–1872) employed it to describe
the strength and ductility of steel beams (Fig. 5; Rankine, 1867). In an applied context,15

it was used in 1867 as a descriptor of the robustness of the cladding of the prototype
iron ships. Herein lies the origin of the modern use of the term in civil protection. A re-
silient steel beam survives the application of a force by resisting it with strength (rigidity)
and absorbing it with deformation (ductility). By analogy, the strength of a human so-
ciety under stress is its ability to devise means of resisting disaster and maintaining20

its integrity (coherence), while the ductility lies in its ability to adapt to circumstances
produced by the calamity in order to lessen their impact (Alexander, 2012).

At about the same time, further applications of the term were being made in coronary
surgery, anatomy and watch-making. Resilience and resiliency are synonyms. Their
broad use in mechanics, and in particular to the resistance properties of steel, parallels25

their application to analogous properties of yarn and woven fabrics (Hoffmann, 1948).
The adoption of the concept by Holling was specifically related to a systems theory

approach to analysis of the stability of ecological assemblages (Von Bertalanffy, 1950).
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This derivation does not work well when it is transposed to situations in which the
general systems characteristics are less formally defined.

In the 1950s, the term resilience started to be used in psychology and it finally be-
came popular in this field in the late 1980s (Flach, 1988). It has been used particularly
in relation to the psychiatric problems of children (Goldstein and Brooks, 2006).5

Independently of developments in psychology, at the end of the 1990s resilience
made the transition from natural ecology to human ecology (i.e. social sciences) thanks
to the work of economists (e.g. Batabyal, 1998) and geographers (e.g. Adger, 2000).
Under human ecology, people adapt to their environments, and especially environmen-
tal extremes. One legacy of ecology is an enduring emphasis on system stability as a10

hallmark of resilience. Perhaps questioning that ought to be a goal of future theoretical
work.

In synthesis, a good definition of resilience, as the term is currently used in disaster
risk reduction, is as follows:

“The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb,15

accommodate to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient man-
ner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures
and functions.” (UNISDR, 2009, p. 24).

In this, the various prior meanings of the term can be seen: rebounding, adapting,
overcoming and maintaining integrity.20

Lastly, if “resilience” were indeed first coined in Bacon’s writing room in Canonbury
Tower, there could not have been a more appropriate place for that to happen. Ap-
parently, Bolton had the tower built because he was much troubled by the predictions
of astrologers that there would soon be a return of the Universal Deluge. Hence, to
guarantee his own resilience, he had it stocked with two months’ supply of food.25

I have purposefully condensed the overview of the modern uses of the term re-
silience (i.e., the last 60 yr) in order to deal with them in more detail in the next section.
Meanwhile, the essential message of this section is that resilience (resiliency, resile)
has a long history of multiple, interconnected meanings in art, literature, law, science
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and engineering. Some of the uses invoked a positive outcome or state of being, while
others invoked a negative one. In synthesis, before the 20th century, the core meaning
was “to bounce back”. Mechanics, aided by politics, had already started to change that:
in both the literal and the figurative sense, under the aegis of the resilience concept,
ductility had been added to elasticity. Now let us consider how the idea was extended5

to ecology.

3 Resilience in the ecological sciences

There is no doubt that the adoption of the scientific concept of resilience outside
mechanics owes much to the theoretical work of Crawford Stanley Holling, the US-
Canadian ecologist (Holling, 1973). The first two thirds of Holling’s seminal paper were10

concerned with the different trajectories of ecological systems in phase space as they
sought equilibrium. The response to perturbations owes much to the twin concepts of
homeostasis (Haimes, 2011) and thresholds (Renaud et al., 2010)66:

“The whole sequence of environmental changes can be viewed as changes in pa-
rameters or driving variables and the long persistence in the face of these major15

changes suggests that natural systems have a high capacity to absorb change without
dramatically altering. But this resilient character has its limits, and when the limits are
passed ... the system rapidly changes to another condition.” (Holling, 1973, p. 7)

Holling did not attempt to define resilience until two thirds of the way through his
paper:20

“But there is another property, termed resilience, that is a measure of the persistence
of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the
same relationships between populations or state variables.” (Holling, 1973, p. 14)

66The idea of adaptation thresholds was fundamental to the work in natural hazards of
Burton et al. (1968). Inability to adapt to a given magnitude of event should push a society or
community to utilise new and more sophisticated forms of adaptation.
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He argued that, paradoxically, instability can induce resilience as a homoeostatic
reaction. He concluded that an ecological system can be very resilient and still fluctuate
greatly, providing it can absorb shocks without major loss of form and function.

Ecology is a science that lends itself to being conceptualised in system terms. In-
deed, it would be difficult to practise it without doing so. Holling’s main contribution in5

his seminal 1973 paper is to use the term resilience to characterise dynamic equilib-
rium, including that which can exist in several different state spaces.

When, in 1950, the biologist Ludwig Von Bertalanffy published his manifesto for
General Systems Theory (GST), the concept of the “system” was already well es-
tablished in science. Von Bertalanffy’s main innovations were to promote the ’open10

system’ model and give emphasis to holism instead of reductionism. When reading his
writings, one can sense his enthusiasm for GST and his desire to launch it as the over-
riding paradigm of scientific investigation. This evangelism took some time to bear fruit,
perhaps because science and society had first to recover from the depredations of the
Second World War (Weinberg, 1975). However, the flowering of the sciences–including15

the social sciences – in the 1960s gave GST free reign. It proved particularly attractive
to those who were grappling with the new use of automatic calculation (i.e. computers)
to solve problems and open up new vistas for investigation. As others soon noted (e.g.
Chisholm, 1967), General Systems Theory does not have the power to be a full-scale
scientific paradigm. Chisholm saw GST as an analogy rather than a model, but that20

may be going too far in terms of reducing its significance. He also argued that con-
cepts of entropy and closed system behaviour are irrelevant in the natural world, where
all systems are, to a greater or lesser extent, open ones. Hence, pertinent criticisms of
General Systems Theory can be summarised as follows:

– it is more a methodology (or at least a meta-hypothesis) than an explanatory25

model;

– it explains little, however much it provides the tools to achieve explanation using
other theories;
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– it relies on one’s ability to formulate scientific problems in systems terms, and on
the utility of doing so (in terms of explanatory power added);

– it recombines existing ideas in ways that fail to enhance them.

The functionality of the method depends on its ability to define the boundaries and
components of a system in a meaningful way, which is almost inevitably carried out by5

simplifying a complex reality. If it is not useful to conceptualise a problem in terms of
inputs, throughputs, outputs, subsystems, and so on, then General Systems Theory
loses its appeal. Confusion about whether resilience is a process, a state or a quality
has not helped resolve this problem (Reghezza-Zitt et al., 2012, p. 3).

Holling’s conception of resilience drew attention to the tensions that exist between ef-10

ficiency and persistence, constancy and change, and predictability and unpredictability
(Gunderson, 1999, p. 3). Others have tended to prefer a definition allied to the concept
of equilibrium (i.e. homeostasis) on the grounds that ecosystems, like all open systems,
need to tend towards equilibrium in order to maintain their integrity.

The eminent ecologists Howard and Eugene Odum both researched extensively into15

the robustness of ecosystems, utilising the General Systems principle that they would
tend to develop homeostasis (Odum, 1985, 1988). Odum (1988, p. 421) saw stress
as the motor of homeostasis, in which the forces applied to the ecosystem would in-
duce changes that tended to preserve its overall stability. This idea has since been
questioned, for example, by Sundt (2010), who saw it as an unrealistic expectation of20

ecosystem development. In the context of vegetational systems, Sundt saw resilience
as a catch-all term for the function and behaviour of individual organisms. He argued
(Sund, 2010, p. 32—33) that this does not necessarily add up to stability but can de-
note constant change. Hence, resilience could be a mark of an ecosystem’s ability to
keep adapting, not its propensity to keep returning to any given equilibrium.25

Regardless of whether one accepts that any such ideas can be transferred from
ecology to disaster risk reduction, there is no doubt that Holling and the other ecolo-
gists made a significant innovation when they began to utilise adaptive management in
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resilience studies (Lee, 1999). Recent work (Djalate et al., 2011) has extended this con-
cept to adaptive governance – i.e. adaptive co-management as a continuous problem-
solving process.

A gift to ecology from developmental psychology is Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological
theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2004). In this, resilience arises from interaction across mul-5

tiple levels of functioning (Boon et al., 2012, p. 389), a concept that fits well with the
taxonomic bent of sociology (Drabek, 1986). It does appear that lack of resilience at
one level (from the individual to the world) can undermine resilience at other levels, but
it is not easy to scale up psychological resilience to the various social levels, especially
community resilience. In synthesis, community and societal resilience do not exactly10

amount to the sum of people’s inner resistance. However, Hutter et al. (2011) felt that
there is no prospect of obtaining a viable overarching social perspective on resilience.
Hence, not all researchers have accepted the concept of “panarchy” (Hatt 2013)7, as
a means of codifying Holling’s cycle of adaptive management. Neither did structural
functionalism work very well, as it, too, relies on equilibrium tendencies that may not15

be helpful in analysing social systems. In this case, it is not only whether equilibrium
exists or is the final goal of the system, but whether it is a useful concept at all. Home-
ostasis is a fundamental tendency of open systems, but if one abandons the systems
concept is one necessarily still lumbered with the equilibrium concept? Holling (1973)
was interested in the survival of ecological systems, which may require homeostasis,20

in order to preserve the integrity and functionality of the system.
At this point, the term “resilience” has clearly made the transition from ecological to

socio-ecological work, or at least to human (cultural) ecology. The clearest articulation
of this transition appears in the work of Berkes and Ross (2013, p. 14):

“Resilience is a systems concept, and the social-ecological system, as an integrated25

and interdependent unit, may itself be considered a complex adaptive system.”

7 Panarchy in this sense means “a self-organising system seen from the inside”, but it is one
that spans many different interactions between people, organisms and the physical environment
(Gunderson and Holling 2002, p. 105).
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Despite these models and linkages, ecology is not the root of the resilience con-
cept, as in science this is more properly mechanics, which furnishes a different sort of
analogy for disaster risk reduction to follow.

4 Social sciences

The migration of the term resilience from mechanics, manufacturing and medicine to5

the social sciences began in a small way the 1950s (Clarke et al., 1958). The use of
the term “resilience” in the developmental psychopathology of children owes much to
the work of the American psychiatrist Norman Garmezy (1918–2009). He began in
the 1940s by studying schizophrenia, but the bulk of his findings on resilience were
published in the 1980s (Garmezy et al., 1984). In the 1970s, it became fashionable to10

compare children with differing degrees of psychological vulnerability to abrupt shocks
(violence, bereavement, disaster and so on). Besides psychopathological problems
such as schizophrenia, researchers were interested in resilience as a part of a child’s
psychological growth and development (Bloch et al., 1956). After some years of accu-
mulated research it became clear that the concept of an ’invulnerable’ child (i.e. one,15

however theoretical, with a high degree of adaptability and resistance) was too rigid
(Rutter, 1985). Because it could be used in relative terms, “resilience” proved to be
a better concept. The means by which term was introduced into psychology is not
entirely clear, but it appears to have arrived via anthropology in the period 1969-71
(Kagan, 1975 – the anthropologists had been using the term in various contexts since20

the 1950s–Herskovitz, 1952). In the 1970s, Garmezy used the term “competence” as
the measure of a child’s psychological robustness (Garmezy, 1973), but by the 1980s
he was more inclined to write about resilience (Garmezy et al., 1984). It is clear that
the anthropologists received the idea from the ecologists (Lasker, 1969, p. 1486). How-
ever, in so doing they acknowledged to some of the non-scientific uses of the term, in25

that its psychological does not specifically require a systems approach: the system, as
it were, is the mind of the patient.
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When finally the concept of resilience entered into sociology and human geography
(Adger, 2000), in the sense of resilient communities, this triggered a problem of recon-
ciling the use of the term with the ways in which it has been employed in psychology
(Kolar, 2011). It is self-evident that psychology concentrates on the individual, albeit
influenced by his or her social, cultural and physical environment, while sociology is5

the science of social relations. With regard to research on disasters and crises, the
overlap between the two disciplines has not always produced harmonious views of the
same phenomena. For example, the psychological and sociological definitions of panic
are virtually irreconcilable (Alexander, 1995, p. 176). Thus, it is hardly surprising that
there have been problems defining resilience in a manner that is acceptable to both10

constituencies.
One aspect of cultural ecology is the need for human societies to adapt to environ-

mental extremes. In this respect, a definition of resilience based on Rankine’s artic-
ulation for the mechanics of materials (see above), but used by analogy to express
the robustness and adaptation capacity of social networks is one of the most promis-15

ing developments for disaster risk reduction. Klein et al. (2003, p. 43) went so far as
to argue that maintaining and enhancing adaptive capacity should be the overall goal
of resilience. However, rather than adaptation being a property of resilience, Klein et
al. (2003) saw resilience as part of the capacity to adapt that every society needs
during these times of high hazard and climate change. The other parts are exposure20

management and resistance (Pelling, 2003). The definitional problem is a product of
the difficulties experienced in making resilience operational – i.e. designing strategies
to achieve it in diverse, and often dynamic, circumstances.

5 Discussion

Disaster risk reduction needs theory in order to make sense of apparently chaotic25

events. In effect, theory is the road map of mitigation, response and recovery (Drabek,
1989). However, the field is exceptional in that there is an imperative need to validate
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theory according to its immediate utility. The urgency with which problems of disaster
and emergency response, and hazard and risk mitigation, need to be solved is such
that we cannot afford the luxury of producing theory for its own sake in the hope that
some day it might somehow be useful (Yin and Moore, 1985).

There is, of course, a difference between the casual and the purposeful deploy-5

ment of the term resilience in scientific literature. The etymological history of previous
centuries, indeed millennia, shows that the word can be used with varied degrees of
formality and meaning, stretching from a simple descriptor of a property to something
that conveys a whole body of thought. The pace has been forced in recent years with
attempts to create a resilience paradigm in various disciplines. In theory, the term can10

be applied to any phenomenon that involves shocks to a system, whether it be physical
or social, and whether the shock involve disasters or merely a hard knock in the literal
or figurative sense. The amount of literature on resilience is now so copious that it is
becoming increasingly difficult to summarise. Comparative tables of definitions of the
term appear in Hongjian et al. (2010) and Garschagen (2011), mirroring similar compi-15

lations for vulnerability (Weichselgartner, 2001, p. 88) and risk (Brooks 2003, p. 7). After
two books on “What is a Disaster” (Quarantelli, 1998; Perry and Quarantelli, 2005), it
seems that no one can agree on the meaning of terms in the disaster risk reduction
field.

There is now a plethora of literature on resilience, especially regarding the persona20

of individuals, and above all children; the properties of metals, plastics, fabrics and
yarns; the integrity of ecological and environmental systems; and the ability of com-
munities to face up to and weather disaster risks, as well as their capacity to adapt to
climate change. Not all potential users of the term are happy with this situation, and
some feel that adoption of the term, or perhaps the concept, has done more harm than25

good. Thus, Comfort et al. (2001), Park (2011) and Reghezza-Zitt et al. (2012) are all
suspicious that resilience is being used as little more than a fashionable buzz-word.

I believe that there is bound to be a sense of disillusionment if the term is pushed
to represent more than it can deliver. “Resilience”, “resiliency” and “resilient” are very
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good descriptors of objectives, intentions, states of mind and body, and the behaviour of
people and things. The problem lies in attempts to make resilience a full-scale paradigm
or even a science. To do so effectively will require the resolution of a series of prob-
lems. To begin with, it is striking how the term is used in different disciplines without any
reference to how it is employed in other fields, as if there were nothing to learn or trans-5

fer from one branch of science to another. Secondly, the use of resilience to describe
homeostasis in systems is at variance with the ’resilience ideology’ of people and com-
munities that need to be protected–by means of dynamic changes (Reghezza-Zitt et
al., 2012). Moreover, the boundaries of the social system may be considerably harder
to define than those of the ecological systems that have been so intensively studied10

in the name of resilience. That social systems are akin to ecological ones may have
been the idea that gave birth to “human ecology” and ’cultural ecology’ (Barrows, 1923;
Burton et al., 1968), but this does not mean that social interaction is fundamentally the
same as the ecological pyramid of species and trophic levels.

6 Conclusions15

Figure 6 is a schema of the evolution of the term “resilience”. For clarity, only the most
important linkages are included. In rhetoric and literature, resilience is a concept that
is free to find its own level. In mechanics, it is an innate quality of materials, and thus
one needs to alter the inherent characteristics of the material if one wants to increase
it. Hence, it is a calculable property determined, in the main, experimentally. Resilience20

in ecological systems is about how they preserve their integrity, while in social systems
the concept is more complex and diffuse. Adaptation of the character, culture, activities
and decision processes of communities should enable them to be better attuned to
extreme situations. Rather than an ecological “threshold in state space”, this is a social
“mountain that must be climbed.” The one consistent linking feature of the definitions25

given in Fig. 6 is that, one way or another, they all express dynamism.
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In conclusion, resilience has a bright future ahead of it as an explanatory concept
in various allied fields that deal with environmental extremes. However, its success in
this respect will depend on not overworking it or expecting that it can provide more
insight and greater modelling capacity than it is capable of furnishing. In the rush to
employ the term ever more widely, contrary and cautionary voices have been raised.5

For example, Hornborg (2009) argued that resilience thinking consistently relies on
the assumption that the social order is based upon consensus, while the neoliberal
capitalist system involves dispossession and exploitation, in ways that are inimical to
the acquisition of safety and robust defences against hazards. Ideas of this kind are
capable of changing the conception of societal resilience radically, and they therefore10

deserve careful consideration (Alexander and Davis, 2012).
Finally, Fig. 7 summarises the position of resilience studies within the modern sci-

ences. Resilience is a multi-faceted concept that is adaptable to various uses and con-
texts, but in different ways. As a concept, resilience shows promise in that it encourages
the researcher to bridge the “shear zone” between (dynamic) adaptation and (static)15

resistance. No doubt it will continue to accumulate a rich catalogue of meanings and
uses in the future.
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Figure 1. Canonbury Tower, North London (photo: author). 2 

3 
Fig. 1. Canonbury Tower, North London (photo: author).
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 1 

Figure 2. Resilience in the Sylva Sylvarum of Francis Bacon. 2 

 3 

Fig. 2. Resilience in the Sylva Sylvarum of Francis Bacon.
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  1 

Figure 3. Title page of Thomas Blount's Glossographia, 1661 edition. 2 

Fig. 3. Title page of Thomas Blount’s Glossographia, 1661 edition.
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Figure 4. Resilience in Coleridge's Hymn to the Earth, 1834. 2 

 3 

 4 

Figure 5. William Rankine defined resilience for mechanics in 1867. 5 

Fig. 4. Resilience in Coleridge’s Hymn to the Earth, 1834.
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Figure 4. Resilience in Coleridge's Hymn to the Earth, 1834. 2 
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Figure 5. William Rankine defined resilience for mechanics in 1867. 5 Fig. 5. William Rankine defined resilience for mechanics in 1867.
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 1 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the evolution of the term 'resilience'. 2 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the evolution of the term “resilience”.
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Figure 7. Summary of the position of resilience studies in the sciences. 2 

 3 

Fig. 7. Summary of the position of resilience studies in the sciences.
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